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POWER, PRESENCE AND ALLURING STYLE
The 2022 MDX is completely reimagined in Acura’s expressive  
new design language signaled by the Acura Precision Concept. 

A dynamic Diamond Pentagon grille and long, sculpted hood 
convey power and presence while a low and wide body with 
bulging shoulders sets the stage for performance. In profile view, 
the available 20-inch wheels have been pushed to the corners, 
giving the MDX a nearly 3-inch longer wheelbase and an  
aggressive new stance. 

The available A-Spec® model pushes MDX style to new heights. 

The fourth-generation MDX debuts an all-new light-truck platform 

America’s best-selling three-row luxury SUV is 
now the most premium, performance-focused and 
technologically sophisticated SUV in Acura history.

Meet Acura’s new flagship. The 2022 MDX features 
an all-new SUV platform with MDX’s first-ever 
double-wishbone front suspension engineered for 
Type S levels of performance.
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built  
for athletic handling, refined ride comfort and exceptional cabin quietness. 

With the most rigid Acura SUV body to date, the new MDX is engineered  
to support Type S levels of performance, as well as advanced collision  
protection and pedestrian safety performance. 

A new performance-focused chassis featuring MDX’s first-ever double-
wishbone front suspension plus a new multi-link rear suspension combine  
to deliver sharp and sporty handling with improved road holding and  
ride comfort.

AN ENVIRONMENT OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
Inside the MDX, you’re surrounded by high-grade, authentic materials including 
brushed aluminum, available open-pore wood and soft-touch Milano Leather. 
Optimally bolstered, next-generation sport seats offer all-day comfort and 
secure support for aggressive cornering. 

Overhead, an ultra-wide panoramic moonroof expands the MDX’s roomy and 
accommodating cabin. Acura’s available IconicDrive™ LED lighting lets you set 
the perfect mood when the sun goes down.

PERFORMANCE 
TO THE CORE

*Shown with optional accessories

*Shown with optional accessories
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A PRECISION COCKPIT DESIGNED AROUND YOU
The 2022 MDX debuts Acura’s all-digital Precision Cockpit™, 
replacing physical gauges with an advanced customizable  
12.3-inch driver’s meter. 

The new MDX also gains the latest generation of Acura’s intuitive  
and driver-focused True Touchpad Interface™:

• Ultra-wide, 12.3-inch, full-HD center display (Acura’s largest 
implementation yet)

• Acura-exclusive 
touchpad with intuitive 
“absolute positioning” 

• New CPU for responsive 
performance

 

“CENTER OF THE STUDIO” 
The MDX’s available ELS STUDIO 3D® Premium Audio 
System20 sets a new standard for concert-quality 
in-vehicle audio with 710 watts of power, 16 discrete 
channels and 16 speakers. 

Four ceiling-mounted Highline™ speakers team with 
drivers positioned throughout the vehicle to create 
a “Center of the Studio” effect that was tuned and 
perfected by eight-time GRAMMY®-award-winning 
music producer and sound engineer Elliot Scheiner.

TOTAL  
CONNECTIVITY

Every MDX comes with new wireless  
Apple CarPlay®49 and Android Auto™50  
integration, so you have access to your phone  
right on your vehicle’s center display through  
the True Touchpad Interface™. 

Even better – with standard Qi-compatible 
wireless charging, you can easily keep your 
smartphone juiced up on the go. 

And with Alexa Auto68 in the new MDX,  
you can play music, get directions, place calls, 
listen to audiobooks, control your smart home  
and more – all with just your voice.

CONCERT 
QUALITY 
SOUND
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IN-CABIN CONTROL OF YOUR WORLD
With standard CabinControl®, your passengers can operate a variety of  
the MDX’s climate control and audio features using the CabinControl app  
on their phone. 

Plus, the CabinTalk® in-car public address system enables the driver to talk to 
everyone in the vehicle with the help of the second- and third-row speakers.

The MDX’s new body design creates 
first-class seating with more legroom 
in all three rows, and notably more 
headroom for front- and third-row 
occupants. 

The second-row seat center section is 
quickly removable – instantly creating a 
“captain’s chair” layout. 

Getting into the roomy third row 
of seating? A single touch of an 
illuminated button instantly clears the 
way to easily step in. Child’s play…

Mixing passengers and cargo is easy in 
the MDX, with second and third rows of 
seating that quickly fold flat to create a 
large load floor. 

An ingenious reversible cargo floor 
behind the third row instantly adapts to 
tall cargo or provides hidden underfloor 
storage for valuables.

The MDX’s available Power Liftgate 
with Hands-Free Access makes loading 
simple. Plus, the Automatic Walk Away  
Close feature is a big boost to 
convenience when your hands are full.

ENGINEERED FOR 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE 

LIVING

CabinTalk

CabinControl
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20 ELS Studio® is a registered trademark of Panasonic Corporation of North America. All rights reserved.

34 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cannot detect all objects ahead and may not detect a given object; 
accuracy will vary based on weather, speed and other factors. ACC should not be used in heavy traffic, 
poor weather or on winding roads. The driver remains responsible for avoiding a collision.

49 Depending on use, Apple CarPlay can share certain user and vehicle information (e.g., vehicle location, 
speed and other operating conditions) with the connected iPhone. See Apple’s privacy policy for details 
regarding Apple’s use and handling of data uploaded by CarPlay. Use of CarPlay is at user’s own risk, and 
is subject to agreement to the CarPlay terms of use, which are included as part of the Apple iOS terms of 
use. CarPlay vehicle integration is provided “as is,” and Honda cannot guarantee CarPlay operability or 
functionality now or in the future due to, among other conditions, changes in CarPlay software/Apple iOS, 
service interruptions, or incompatibility or obsolesce of vehicle-integrated hardware or software.  
See dealer for details.

50 Depending on use, Android Auto can share certain user and vehicle information (e.g., vehicle location, 
speed and other operating conditions) with Google and its service providers. See Google privacy policy 
for details regarding Google’s use and handling of data uploaded by Android Auto. Use of Android Auto 

is at user’s own risk, and is subject to agreement to the Android Auto terms of use, which are presented 
to the user when the Android Auto application is downloaded to the user’s Android phone. Android 
Auto vehicle integration is provided “as is,” and Acura cannot guarantee Android Auto operability or 
functionality now or in the future due to, among other conditions, changes in Android Auto software/
Android operating system, service interruptions, or incompatibility or obsolesce of vehicle-integrated 
hardware or software. See dealer for details. Only use Android Auto when conditions allow you to do  
so safely.

52 Road Departure Mitigation may not detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will vary 
based on weather, speed and road conditions. System operation affected by extreme interior heat.  
Driver remains responsible for safely operating vehicle and avoiding collisions. 

68 When you use Amazon Alexa Auto in your Acura vehicle, Amazon will receive, use and retain 
information about you and your vehicle to help provide more relevant results. This may include your 
location, Alexa Auto interactions and information about your vehicle type, features, status and network 
connectivity. Before using Alexa Auto, please review Amazon’s Alexa Terms of Use and the Privacy Notice 
for your region.

EXPANDED SUITE OF SAFETY 
AND  
DRIVER-ASSISTIVE 
TECHNOLOGIES
In the MDX, cameras, sensors and 
radar work together to help reduce 
driver workload by providing 
confident awareness of vehicle 
surroundings. 

Standard AcuraWatch™ in the MDX can help avoid crashes or reduce their severity. 
The expanded AcuraWatch features in the MDX include Enhanced Road Departure 
Mitigation52 and new Adaptive Cruise Control34 with Low-Speed Follow and  
Traffic Jam Assist.

The MDX features a new front and rear automatic braking system called Low 
Speed Braking Control. Included in the Technology Package, the new system uses 
the sonar-based parking sensors to sense solid objects at low speeds, such as in 
parking situations, and warn the driver or apply the brakes to help avoid or mitigate  
a collision.

AcuraWatchTM


